Hepatic transcriptomic profiles of European flounder (Platichthys flesus) from field sites and computational approaches to predict site from stress gene responses following exposure to model toxicants.
Genomic technologies offer opportunities to gain a more global assessment of the health status of an organism through an understanding of the functional pathways that are responding to pollutant exposure. We have developed a 13,000 clone cDNA toxicogenomics microarray for Platichthys flesus, the European flounder (EU-GENIPOL Project). We aimed to distinguish the origins of flounder taken from six sampling sites of different pollution status in Northern Europe according to their hepatic gene expression profile using bioinformatic approaches. To determine which gene expression differences may relate to pollutant impact, we have completed complementary laboratory exposures of flounder to selected toxicants and determined the associated gene expression profiles. Using multivariate variable selection coupled with a statistical modelling procedure (GALGO) we can predict geographical site but the accuracy is limited to specific sites. The search space for a combination of genes that effectively predicts class membership is very large, however, by combining the signatures derived from acute laboratory exposure to individual chemicals to limit the search space, a very accurate model for classification of all the different environmental sites was achieved. The final model utilised the expression profiles of 16 clones and validation with a qPCR array comprising these genes correctly assigned the site of origin for fish obtained from three of the sites in an independent sampling. These data would imply that the gene expression fingerprints obtained with these arrays are primarily attributable to variations in chemical pollutant responses at the different sites, indicating their potential utility in environmental impact assessment.